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MRRORV
Our Second Decade

Thursday, October 20, 1988

Fairfield's Ratings Improve
Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant Editor
Recently, Fairfield University has been rated by two respected
sources in the field of comparing
colleges and universities. By both
sources, Fairfield is ranking highly
among the best 120 schools in the
nation.
Barron'sPro/z/es of American Colleges has ranked Fairfield
in the second highest category of
its rating system. The highest category, Most Competitive, contains
36 colleges, and the second highest category contains 80.
This
category, Highly Competitive,
contains Fairfield, and it is a step
higher from where Fairfield was
before, the third category, Very
Competitive.
Barron's has been called
the most used directory by high
school seniors and guidance counselors. Among the top 115 schools
to be ranked with, Fairfield, less
than 50 years old, is one of the two
youngest to be listed. According
to Murray Farber, Director of
Public Relations, "being young
makes us more flexible, yet we still

have the 450 year old Jesuit tradition behind us."
U.S. News and World
Reports Americas Best Colleges
has ranked Fairfield number 7
among the nations 399 Comprehensive Colleges. Unlike last year,
the rating system utilized this year
was much more objective, based
on 5 criteria: selectivity, resources,
faculty, retention rate, and academic reputation, the only subjective criteria.
In the same category, Fairfield is ranked below Wake Forest
(1), Trinity University (2), University of Richmond (3), The Citadel
(4), Worcester Polytechnic (5), and
Santa Clara University (6). U.S.
News and World Report says these
comprehensive colleges and universities "Fill an immense middle
ground that provides American
higher education with much of its
intellectual variety and academic
vitality."
According to U.S. News,
fifteen of the nation's best comprehensive schools are affiliated
with religions, and five, including
Fairfield, are "products of the legendary Jesuit educational system."

The 399 institutions with
which Fairfield is ranked enroll no
fewer than 2,500 students and
award more than half oftheir bachelor's degrees in two or more occupational or professional disciplines.
According to David Flynn,
Dean of Admissions, considering
U.S. News and World Report is a
national magazine with widespread
distribution, the ranking is "meaningful to us as we try to develop a
diverse student body from as many
states as possible." The ranking
has "been a tremendous help in
that effort.".
With respect to Barron's,
which many parents and students
look to to find the best quality
educations available, "this objective rating will be helpful in positioning us with other universities
of comparable excellence," said
Dean Flynn.
Another respected publication on ranking colleges, the
Selective Guide to Colleges, has
included Fairfield University in its
most recent publication. According to Murray Farber, "we are
consistantly one of the youngest
colleges to be listed."

Director Named for Arts Center
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Thomas Zingarelli, actor and
director of theater productions, has
been named Director of the new
$7.5 million Regina A. Quick
Center for the Arts.
Zingarelli, a 1969 Fairfield
graduate, returned to the University in 1980, after working as a
reporter for The Bridgeport Post,
to assume the position of Associate Director of the Playhouse, in
1982 he was promoted to Managing Director and in 1986 he also
became the Artistic Director.
As Director, Zingarelli will
supervise all aspects of the Center,
which will include a 750-seat theater, a smaller "black box" for rehearsals and experimental plays,
and an art gallery. "Hopefully,
now hundreds of students can have
the opportunity to discover their
own potential," says Zingarelli.
The main task of the Director,
according to Zingarelli, "is to try to
find and bring in more exciting
programs." Currently, the Playhouse offers four undergraduate
plays a year and works with various clubs on campus to offer Evenings of Music, Chamber Concerts,
FUSA programs, readings, and
lectures. Zingarelli believes the
Arts Center "will create a better
audience."
Included in Zingarelli's plans
for the Center is a concentration on
children's programs. He would
like to help children develop an
appreciation for the arts by offering theater camps, tours, workshops, and tour shows to inner city
schools.
Zingarelli would also like to
conduct a nationwide search for

the best college plays and produce
them in the new Center, as well as,
develop an active summer program.
Zingarelli says, "I think the whole
Center should be dedicated to
encouraging and nurturing new
talent."
Another role the Center for
the Arts will perform, according to
Zingarelli, is to keep the students
and the community mindful of the
theater's heritage. Zingarelli says
it is not the same as the commercial
theater.
In speaking about the Center's art gallery, Zingarelli says,
"The gallery will do programming
which will help to encourage new
artists from our student and other
student populations."
Zingarelli describes himself
as a "working actor." He has per-

Thomas Zingarelli

formed at the Westport Country
Playhouse, the Westport Community Theater, and the White Barn in
Westport.
Among the plays he directed
at the University Playhouse are the
dramas "Trojan Women," "Curse
of the Starving Class," and "The
Diviners" and the musicals "Godspell" and "Berlin to Broadway."
Zingarelli has also taught theater courses at Fairfield as an adjunct professor and during the past
two years produced The Playwrights Series, bringing professional performers to the campus
for readings of plays in progress.
The new Director is a member
of the Actors Equity, Theater Artists Workshop, and U.S. Institute
of Theater Technology.
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U.S.News and World Report Rating
of National Comprehensive Colleges
RANK
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

SCHOOL (STATE)
Wake Forest University (N.C.)
Trinity University (Tex.)
University of Richmond (Va.)
The Citadel (S.C.)
Worcester Polytechnic Inst.
Santa Clara University (Calif.)
Fairfield University (CT)
Villanova University (Pa.)
SUNY College, Fredonia
Rollins College (Fla.)
Providence College (R.I.)
Simmons College (Mass.)
University of Scranton (Pa.)
St. Mary's College of California
Creighton University (Nebr.)
St. Joseph's University (Pa.)
Stetson University (Fla.)
Assumption College (Mass.)
Trenton State College (N.J.)
Oral Roberts University (Okla.)

TUITION
$7,950
$8,160
$9,080
$4,963
$12,000
$8,784
$9,325
$9,100
$4,087
$10,881
$9,550
$11,028
$7,184
$8,566
$6,762
$7,600
$7,675
$7,750
$2,680
$5,075

Ozick Discusses Writing
Career
Gary Thomann
Contributing Writer
Last Thursday, the Humanities Institute of the College of
Arts and Sciences presented a lecture by well-known author, Cynthia Ozick in the Oak Room.
Professor Leo O'Connor
introduced Ozick, calling her "a
writer of many different genres"
and saying that her career was
exceptional because she becomes
more prolific as the years go by much like her hero, Henry James.
Ozick proceeded by reading the first chapter of a 1984 novel
called At Fumicaro that she never
finished. The novel takes place in
Fascist Italy, where the town
Fumicaro is located. It centers on
character Frank Castle, a journalist. Religious themes pervade this
work, especially as we see Castle
happy with his Catholicism. We
are also awakened to the harshness
of poverty when Castle marries a
peasant girl named Katarina.
After apoligizing for what
she called "dense prose," Ozick
proceeded with a question and
answer session. She spoke on
becoming a writer, saying that "no
one formula exists for everybody."
She stated that writers are "born,
not made," while making a distinction between "people who love to
write and those who love to have
written."
She talked of her book
Metaphors and Memory saying that
"no metaphor can be made except
out of the memory of one's life."
She noted that many people had
wondered, since she is Jewish,
about her involvement in Catholic
philosophical writing. She replied
we "decode the world through religion" and that most people assume incorrectly that anyone who
asks if a person is religious, that
they are asking if that person is
fanatical.
Ozick was questioned on
whether she agreed with E.L.
Doctorow when he said that people
today view the world in minature -

we see the world in terms of individuals, not of the whole. She said
she did, in general, and bemoaned
the current lack of a Balzac to sieze
all there is to seize in American
society.
Concluding by saying that
any writer has an obligation to
write, Ozick said it is something
like being a slave: "You must do
all you can before you die."
Cynthia Ozick is the author of
essays in numerous anthologies and
magazines as well as many books
including The Pagan Rabbi and
Other Stories, Levitation, The
Cannibal Galaxy, and Metaphor
and Memory.. She graduated cum
laude with honors from New York
University in 1949 and was
awarded her master's at Ohio State.
Since then she has won several
awards and honors including being
a judge for the National Book
Award in 1973 and the Distinguished Artist-in-Residence at the
City University of New York
(1982).
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Campus Center Expansion
Considered
James Gooding
Contributing Writer
Recently, the need for campus
expansion has risen due to the
increased number of students over
the years. To meet this increasing
need, the administration, along with
planners and designers, have been
working to come up with alternative methods to better the Fairfield
University community.
According to Mr. William P.
Schimpf, Vice President of Student Services, the dining area in
the Campus Center is a top priority
item with regard to expansion. The
Campus Center was opened in 1966
and at that time, 921 resident students attended Fairfield. The cafeteria was built to accomodate 1,200
students.
Presently, 1,900 students on
the meal plan use the cafeteria daily.
There is a discrepancy of 700 students. One possible alternative to
the dining dilemma would be to
add dining space to the area where
the bookstore is currently located.
Another area which is insufficient in serving the students, according to Mr. Schimpf, is the

bookstore. Relocating the bookstore could be the answer in alleviating the stresses of buying books.
It is possible that after the completion of the chapel in upcoming
years, the bookstore can move into
the area presently occupied by the
chapel in Loyola Hall.
Mr. Schimpf also pointed out
the need for meeting space for the
University's more than 50 clubs
and organizations. When the
Campus Center was built, four
rooms were designed as meetings
areas for clubs. Now, FUSA occupies three of these rooms and commuters use one as their lounge. It
is also difficult for clubs to meet in
classrooms because a group will
sometimes be required to reserve a
room at least three weeks in advance.
The Performing Arts Center
presently under construction
should be completed in 16-18
months. Extra meeting space will
be made available there. The chapel
will then also relieve the pressure
off the University in the demand
for space.
Possibilities such as a building to complement the campus

center or additions to the existing
Campus Center are being discussed
among administrators and architects. One idea is to construct a
circular tower, or silo, off the backside of the Oak Room. Another
plan is to build into the ground
between Bannow and the Campus
Center to connect the two buildings.
A new campus center, stated
Mr. Schimpf, "is really not the
direction of the administration."
This is due to the expensive nature
of new construction. The administration has also been in contact
with the Sisters of Notre Dame to
discuss the possibility of purchasing buildings to use as expansion
space.
Fairfield has no intention of
expanding enrollment above the
figure of 2,850 students fixed by
the Board of Trustees, so no added
problems are expected. The needs
of students were identified and
assessed by the Board, while only
a tentative list of priorities was determined. Final decisions are
pending on any funds that will be
made available for expansion.

Alternatives to Fossil Fuel
Greg Curly
Kathy O'Leary
Staff Writer
Contributing Writer
Stanford R. Ovshinsky, President and Chief Operating Officer
for Energy Conversion Devices,
Inc. attacked the continuing use of
fossil fuel as a means for energy, in
an Oak Room lecture held Tuesday, October 11. In the presentation, entitled "Harnessing the Sun:
Startling New Technologies at
Work" he offered an alternative
means of power for the future;
solar energy.
Ovshinsky cited "the greenhouse effect" and "the diminishing
ozone layer" as "dangerous health
problems caused by the superpowers refusal to decrease their use of

fossil fuels." He pointed out that
"the summer of 1988 was the hottest summer in 130 years" and he
attributed this to the use of fossil
fuel causing the greenhouse effect.
He said the whole world is
"globally attached" and that problems in one area effect all others.
Nature pulls pollution all over.
Problems affect the economy.
Excess heat dries out farmers crops
and air pollution damages trees in
coastal areas.
Ovshinsky also called fossil
fuels a threat to world peace. He
said that "people fight for who
controls oil" and that this presents
an explosive situation.
He offered a solution in solar
energy. He feels we should concentrate upon development in this
field. "By making solar energy

available and competitive with
more dangerous technologies, we
are helping the common goals of
civilization- to provide better living for everyone."
He offered a battery his company is working on as a step in the
right direction. Sunlight generates
electricity which is stored in solar
cells. He hopes these batteries
could eventually power calls in a
cleaner, more efficient manner than
present gasoline fuel.
Other samples of the new
technology devices Ovshinky's
company is developing were exhibited in the Campus Center
Lobby last week.
Ovshinsky began working on
energy conversion devices in 1960.
He is the recipient of the Diesel
Gold Medal.

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to all the great meals
this weekend... it'll be hard going
back to Seilers... to full refrigerators... to Townhouses 11, 96, and
116... to the Outback, the Limit,
the Mob House, the Point, etc... to
great parties given for parents or
by parents... to Security for not
ticketing illegally parked cars this
past weekend... to all those who
donated clothes for the clothing
drive... some Jamaicans will be
fashionable this year... to the Birthday party on Loyola III... to the
Red Sox NOT being in the World
Series... to the Giants beating the
Lions, as well as the Redskins... to
Californians... to the lovely colors
painting the landscape in Fairfield
County... to economic initiative...
to Mike Tyson for dumping Robin
Givens... let's see them go a few
rounds in the ring...

Boos... to Seller's for giving
our parents the impression that we
eat this well every week... to parents and all the embarrassing things
that they did this weekend... come
on, Mom, we're in college now...
to all the Modern Studs on this
campus... you know who you are...
to one sausage and no rice at
Seilers... it's a shame you have to
have connections to get a decent
meal... to all those who are scalping tickets for Harvest already...
you could have at least let the dance
sell out, first... to the scary Jay
Leno poster... I didn't know he was
in The Shining... to pyromaniacs at
the Townhouses... to daytime fire
drills... to weather that changes by
seventy five degrees from breakfast to dinner... to Dads who wear
plaid pants and try to get their sons
dates... to mid terms... didn't we
just get here?

Mirror Campus Calendar
Thurs. Oct. 20

Fri. Oct. 21
Sat. Oct 22

ASN Inducts Members
PR - On Sunday, October7
16, Alpha Sigma Nu, the Jesuit
Honor Society, inducted 28 new
members from the Class of 1989.
These students earned membership in the society, which stands
for the "Brotherhood of Honored
Students," based on their achievement of three standards: scholarship, loyalty, and service.
The Teacher of the Year for
1988, Dr. Donald J. Ross, addressed the new members and their

guests and received honorary
membership in the society. Also
inducted as honorary members
were Rev. Donald D. Lynch, S.J.,
and Patricia M. Danko, Executive
Secretary in the Office of the President. Mrs. Danko's membership
came at the request of members of
the Class of 1988 in gratitude for
her dedication to the society.
The following students were
inducted: Joan Alvarez, Jodie
Ambrosino, Chris Aleo, Steve

Angelo Karen Beedenbender,Chris
Ciodo,Kelly Cosgrow, Keith
DeLeon, John Flanagan, Lori. Gargagliano, BrianKavanaugh,
Carolyn Kosak, Ann Monahan,
Noreen McParfland,MarkMelanson, Kristin Meyers, Alyce Park,
Ilona Pavlovich, Jeanine Pollitt,
Fancin Poppo, Shruti Raj an, Alison Rogalski, Anne. Schmnidt,
Christine Tiernan, Lynn Trocciola, Amy Wallace, and Karen
Wallent.

Sun. Oct. 23

Mon. Oct. 24

Tues. Oct. 25

Career Planning Corner
Tuesday, 10/25, 7:30pm- Information Session/ Chemical Bank in FDR. All majors interested ir
Chemical Bank's Credit Training Program are urged to attend.
Tuesday, 10/25,3:00pm-Resume Workshop in FDR. Bring your resume draft to be critiqued. Learr
tiow to sell yourself to prospective employers.
Thursday, 10/27,3:00pm- Interview Workshop in FDR. Don't be nervous-be prepared!! Learn how
o interview confidently and successfully.

Parade for International Students
As a salute to peace, and the 40th Anniversary of the Declaration of Human Rights, a parade for International Students will be held on Sherman Green located on the corner of Post Road and Reef Road
in Fairfield on Saturday, October 22 at 1:30 pm. There will be entertainment and a collection will
be taken for the homeless and Operation Hope. For additional information, contact Mrs. John
Barone at 259-3850 in the morning, Monday through Saturday.

Wed. Oct. 26

Debating Team C207 3:30pm
Pep Band J25 7-9pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30pm
Special Dinner: JulieHall&Jogues
Ground FDR 5:30
Field Hockey vs. CW Post
Barlow Field 3:00 pm
Jay Leno Alumni Hall (13$)
Harvest Dance '88 Alumni Hall
9pm-lam
Field Hockey vs. Maine Barlow
Field 1pm
Women's Soccer vs. Duchess
Varsity Field 2pm
Rugby vs. Columbia Gravert
Field 12N
Lacross vs. Hartford Campion
Field 1pm
Women's Tennis vs. Holy Cross
RecPlex 1pm
Class Council "91 Oak 5:30pm/
Mass & Dinner Oak Room
6:30pm
American Studies Club C18 24pm
Marketing Club C300 7-9pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud.
5:30pm
Special Dinner: Claver 4 FDR
5:30
Career Planning FDR 3-4:30pm
Chemical Bank Info Session
FDR 7:30-9pm
Peer Counselors BNW Fac Lg
6-8pm
International Relations Club
FOB350 8:30-9:30pm
Special Dinner: Claver 1 & 2
FDR 5:30
Investment Club N212 6:307:30pm
Finance Club B333 6:30-8pm
Circle K FOB350 6-7pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud.
5:30pm
Special Dinner: Kostka 3 FDR
5:30

Alcohol Awareness Week
Saturday night, the Harvest Dance will take place at
Fairfield. With honorable intentions, we wish to offer students in attendance a pre-arrest screening device for
alcohol consumption. This will be offered on a voluntary
basis without the threat of judicial consequenses. Our aim
is to raise consciousness among students on "how much is
too much," especially regarding drinking and driving.

'_.-w. ^_.-t
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Center Named for Regina A. Quick Art Discovery Tour in Italy
PR- Fairfield University
will name its new $7.5 million arts
center in honor of Regina A. Quick,
a resident of Laurel Hollow, NY,
and North Palm Beach, FL, it was
announced by Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., University president.
The Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts, now under construction, will contain a 750-seat
theater, a smaller "black box"
experimental theater and an art
gallery with 2,500 square feet.
Members of Mrs. Quick's
family have been benefactors of
the university and the arts center.
Her husband, Leslie C. Quick, Jr.,
is a university trustee as well as
chairman and chief executive officer of the Quick & Reilly Group,
Inc., members of the New York
Stock Exchange.
Mrs. Quick is vice chairman of the Arthritis FoundationLong Island Chapter, and a member of the foundation's national
financial development committee.
The new arts center is located in the south-central portion
of the campus and was designed by
Fletcher-Thompson, Inc., Bridgeport architects. The general contractor is A. Petrucci Construction

Co., ofWestport, CT.
Father Kelley explained that
the arts center is designed to enhance the teaching of the fine arts
at the University and is a cornerstone of the university's $35 million Capital Campaign, now underway. The campaign will provide
$3.4 million for a new chapel as
well as fund other projects including added science, computer and
media equipment, faculty research,
curriculum development, financial

aid for students, library acquisitions and computerization, and a
visiting Jesuit professorship.
The Regina A. Quick Center for the Arts will house a variety
of events, including the worldreknown musicians who now perform in the multi-purpose Oak
Room in the Campus Center, as
well as plays and musicals now
produced in The Playhouse, a small
theater that was originally a garage^

PR- Fairfield University
will offer its eighth annual "Art
Discovery Tour in Italy" on March
2-12, 1989, featuring visits to the
newly restored Sistine Chapel ceiling frescoes by Michelangelo, and
the freshly cleaned paintings by
Botticelli and Leonardo da Vinci
in the Uffizi Gallery. Jointly sponsored by Fairfield's School of
Continuing Education and the Fine
arts Department, the program is
open to anyone interested in a firstclass study tour of Italy. The group
size is limited in order to provide a
personalized tour with visits to
key "out of the way" locations.
The itinerary consists of 10
days of travel which begins in
Rome, goes on to Orvieto, Perugia,
Assisi, Siena, Florence, Venice,
and concludes at Lago Maggiore
near Milan. Remote places such as
San Gimignano, located in the
Chianti mountains and surrounded
by vineyards, are included to provide insight into the country.
The tour includes: a preparatory on-campus lecture, round
trip transport from Fairfield University and Kennedy airport, trans-

atlantic airfare, accomodations in
deluxe and first-class hotels, all
meals, special museum trips, excursions, and sightseeing, Englishspeaking local guides, and all other
fees and gratuities.
The Art Discovery Tour is
organized and directed by Philip
and Yael Eliasoph, both members
of the Fairfield University faculty.
Philip Eliasoph, chairman of the
Fine arts Department and professor of art history will serve as the
art guide. Dr. Eliasoph's special
interest in Italian art and society
will enhance his explanations of
the meaning of the art works and
monuments. Yael Eliasoph, a
native of Italy and an Italian language instructor at Fairfield, serves
as the linguist and interpreter.
The price of the tour is
$2,900.00, and a detailed brochure
is available describing the complete itinerary and all services. For
further information, contact Dr.
Philip Eliasoph at 254-4220. Dr.
Eliasoph said early reservations
are essential since all previous
study tour programs to Italy have
sold out in the past.

Brousseau Researches
Neoplasia
Greg Curley
Staff Writer
Dr. Diane Brousseau,
Professor of Biology, is researching the incidence of Neoplasia in
soft-shell clams with funds from a
grant sponsored by the Connecticut Sea Grant Program, run out of
the University of Connecticut. She
and her team will receive between
$55,000 and $60,000 for research
they began in July and that will
continue for approximately two
years.
Neoplasia is a cancer-like
condition, found mainly in softshell clams, which attacks the red
blood cells. Brousseau explained
that the purpose of the research is

to discover "if this is a serious
source of mortality," whether or
not the neoplasia kills large portions of the clam population. She
said they will then try to determine
the cause of neoplasia. Two possible causes are pollution and algae.
Brousseau is working
closely on the project with Dr.
Jenny Baglivo, Statistics Professor at Boston College and a former
member of the Fairfield University faculty. She will help work
with and put togeter the data.
Dr. Brousseau insists that
the research "is important to the
clam industry." If neoplasia is
identified as a problem it could
drastically change the industry.

CIEMICALBAINK
The Middle Market Group
invites you to
a presentation and a reception.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 25th
7:30 — 9:00 P.M.
FACULTY DINING ROOM
CAMPUS CENTER

Dr. Diane Brousseau

Photo: Michelle Clifford

Study Break
*
for
Class of'92
free subs
Wednesday, October 26th
9-10 pm in the Faculty Dining Room

Learn about our Credit Training Program
and career opportunities in banking.

CI-EMICALBAINK

Features
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A Brief History of Fairfield University, Part I
Mary Beth Collins
Staff Writer
Fairfield University opened
the doors to its first freshman class
just 41 years ago. However, during the short time since September
of 1947, Fairfield has been able to
build a fine enough reputation
based on its academics and campus life to compete today with its
elder sister schools Boston College and Holy Cross. The great
success of Fairfield University is
the result of the many continual
administrative, academic and social changes through U. S. history.
Fairfield's history began on
March 17, 1942, when the New
England Province of the Society of
Jesus founded the College of St.
Robert Bellarmine. At this time
the Jesuits purchased the estates of
Oliver G. Jennings for $42,089.84
and Walter B. Lashar for $62,500
to create the 200 acre campus of
their new college. The Jennings
mansion soon became McAuliffe
Hall used by Fairfield College
Preparatory School, while the
Lashai mansion became the Jesuit
residence, and today the administrative building. The first new
building on this land was Berchman's Hall where the prep school
held classes on the first two floors,
but using a separate staircase, the
first university students began class
on the third floor.
In September of 1947, the
first class of 303 male commuter
students were admitted to the college of Arts and Sciences. Al-

though many of these students were
graduates form Fairfield Prep, over
half were American veterans
coming to college due to the G. I.
Bill of Rights. The admission
requirements were much like those
of today, with an emphasis on
academics and moral character.
About 80% of the applicants were
admitted; 91% were Catholic.
Among those awaiting the
students' arrival were Fairfield's
president Rev. James H. Dolan, S.
J. and Dean Rev. Laurence
Langguth, S.J. Also present were
Rev. Victor Leeker, S. J., and Dr.
Carmen Donnaruma who still
remain full time on Fairfield's
teaching faculty. Of the twentyseven faculty members of Fairfield's first year, eighteen were
Jesuits, which reflects the strong
Jesuit bond. The first three presidents of Fairfield, Rev. Joseph D.
Fitzgerald, S. J. and Rev. James E.
Fitzgerald, S. J., along with Rev.
Dolan were all under the direct
control of the Jesuit order and
served as the University's lectors,
as well as presidents.
From the beginning, Fairfield was dedicated to being a liberal arts college with a strong core
curriculum. The core, which is reviewed every five years, at one
time included Latin, four years of
religion, and over twenty-eight semester hours of philosophy. Also,
Fairfield at one time offered only
four degrees: Bachelor of arts,
Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of
Business Administration and
Bachelor of Social Science. Nurs-

ing became a separate school in
1970, founded by
the
business
school eight years
later.
Although
Fairfield's first
students were
commuters, they
were all very campUs-oriented. Students government
began that first
year with seven
members serving Bellarmine Hall
as representatives of the student
community. Other popular clubs
were Glee Club, language clubs,
public affairs clubs and Debating
societies. By 1952, there was also
the yearbook club, two student
newspapers, Business, Biology and
Athletics which was organized by
Rev. Francis Buck, S. J. with cross
country being Fairfield's first intercollegiate sport, moderated by
Father Leeber.
After one year of intramural, basketball became an intercollegiate sport by the 1948-49 year;
winning 9 games and losing 14 of
their first season. The main social
events were the Midwinter Carnival Dance, where a Snow Queen
was crowned, and a spring Dogwood Festival. By the end of the
first university school year, the
"Stag" became the official mascot
as the winning entry in a contest.
The. first commencement,
which was held June 12,1951 had
a graduating class of 210 bache-

lors, four Masters of Arts (in education) and four honorary Doctor
of Law degrees. The guest speaker
was J. Howard McGrath who was
the attorney general of the United
States, while the presenter of the
diplomas was the governor of Connecticut, John Davis Lodge.
On October 27,1964,anew
chapter inFairfield's history known
as the Mclnnes era began as Rev.
William Mclnnes, S. J., former associate Dean ofthe College of Business Administration from Boston
College, was appointed president
of the University. From the time
Mclnnes entered his presidency
until he left in 1973, Fairfield
underwent major structural
changes. On April 30, 1969, the
name of the university officially
changed to Fairfield University,
and later on in September of that
year the roles of university rector
and president separated. This
marked the formal termination of
the control exercised by church

Mirror File Photo
authorities and Jesuit religious superiors over the university.
It was now in the hands of
the president and the board of trustees. Among the many other
changes under Mclnnes, the administrative staff doubled, the
Center for Lifetime Learning offered its first courses for adults, the
first television credit course was
offered through public television,
and two new academic units
opened, namely the Graduate
School of Corporate and Political
Communication, and the School
of Nursing. Perhaps the biggest
change of the Mclnnes administration came in September of 1970
when women first entered as students. 229 women came to the
university, half of which were
entering as freshmen and the others as transfer students. They were
housed inFairfield's oldest dormitory, Loyola Hall and also in Julie
Hall.

Canisius Crowding Creates
Confusion
Sallianne Norelli
Staff Writer
I gasp. I wheeze. My heart
pounds in my throat. From the
front, I'm gagged by a head of
hairspray. From the back, I'm
flattened by a lead backpack. From
the side, I am speared by a very
sharp umbrella. No, I am not in
some medieval torture chamber; I
am on THE CANISIUS STAIRS.
If you've ever had the misfortune to be on these stairs at
precisely thirty-five minutes after
the hour, you know what I'm talking about. If you are within fifty
yards of the stairs, you will be
swept up in a whirlwind of Levi's
and L.L. Bean sweaters. And once
you are caught on the stairs, there's

no way out.
Apparently, the people
marching down the steps feel that
they are more important than the
people desperately fighting their
way upstream. The words "excuse
me" mean nothing to these stone
faces. In fact, they don't even see
you at all. They are too busy
worrying about whether they' 11 still
be trapped on the stairs ten minutes
from now when their next class
starts in Bannow.
But then again, the people
oozing up the stairs are too busy
looking for "good" people coming
down the stairs to pay any attention to manners. They're just as
guilty of hogging the space as
anyone.
I often wonder why people

bother to post fliers on the landings
of each floor. The crowd is either
moving too fast and the posters
become a blur, or the crowd is at a
standstill and bodies are blocking
every inch of wallspace. So either
way, the posters don't get noticed.
I'd love to meet the architect who designed Canisius. Did
he know that the steps he designed
were perpendicular to the ground?
Did he plan on passing our oxygen
tanks to students who have to make
the trek to the third (which is technically the fourth) floor?
I'd also like to know why
this architect installed floor-toceiling windows. Did he purposely
devise such a scheme so that when
someone loses his footing, the
people in Claver can also enjoy the
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Fairfield Faces

Fabia Caporizzi: Bridging the Cultural Gap
Nanciann Norelli
, Assistant Features Editor
For many students, spending a semester in Europe is an
exciting opportunity to experience
another culture. But have you ever
stopped to consider what it is like
for a European to spend time in the
United States? Fabia Caporizzi,
through the International Student
Exchange Program is spending a
semester at Fairfield to learn about
American culture.
Me: Americans hold stereotyped
images of Italians as driving big
black cars and being members of
the Mafia. Do Italians have a stereotyped image of Americans?
Fabia: Yes. we think of Americans as blonde, California-types
with a surfboard in hand, smiling,
eating hamburgers, apple pie and
popcorn. But I did get to tour the
states for the summer and I saw
California, Chicago, Washington
and New Orleans. I met different
people in those states and it opened
my mind.
Me: I understand the education
systems in our two countries our
very different.
Fabia: The cost is a big difference.
We pay about $300 a year. It is
very different in that there are no
campuses as you know them here,
and no dorms. In Italy they don't
tell you what courses to register
for; there is not a lot of guidance
like you have here. Also it is
common not to finish in four years.
One reason may be that if you
change your major course of study,
you lose a lot of credits. Here in
America, the opportunity of not
choosing a major right away is
very special because it gives you a
chance to try different things. We
graduate from college in Italy, we

have a degree of doctorate which is
the equivalent to your Master's
degree. But for medicine, they
don't go to "college" per se but
straight from high school to six
years of Med school. The high
school system is different also in
that there are three types of high
schools (called "liceo") - scientific, linguistic and classical.
Me: Which one did you go to?
Fabia: I went to a linguistic liceo
where I studied Spanish, French,
Italian and English. Most American students do not want to learn
anotherlanguage. Maybetheyfeel
it is impractical, and it is true as far
as everybody can speak English,
but there is so much to be learned
from other people and if you can't
speak their language, you miss the
essenceof their character.
Me: Did you find English difficult
to learn?
Fabia: Basic English is not too
difficult, but when you have to
learn it at a higher level, it is harder.
For example, I have to write a lot of
papers here and I've found that
you have a completely different
style. My phrases come out much
too long, where English phrases
are shorter. With certain idioms, I
think its amazing that you can say
with two words in English what it
takes ten in Italian to say.
Me: What courses are you taking
now?
Fabia: Macro economics, Micro
economics, Marketing Research
Promotion, Comparative Philosophy of Education, Sociology of
the Family, Business and Society
and Copyrighting and advertising.
Me: That's a heavy course load.
Are you concerned about your
grades?
Fabia: Yes, sure. But the grade
system in Italy is competitive but

Freshman From Far Away
Jo Anne Gorski
Staff Writer
Why do freshmen travel so
far to come to Fairfield University? Generally, the students I
interviewed were attracted to the
beauty and size of the campus and
the friendliness and diversity of
the students. Other reasons include
Fairfield's good academic reputation, its close proximity to New
York City, and the need for some
students to experience life entirely
on their own.
Ringgo Abarro, an undeclared Liberal Arts major, came all
the way from Los Angeles, CA.
Ringgo's English teacher grew up
on the East coast and recommended
that he apply to F.U. Ringgo says,
"I didn't want a big campus. I felt
I would get lost. Fairfield seemed
great. It's a good school with a
good reputation." He also wanted

to experience the cultural differences between the East and West
coasts.
When Chris Cowan, a biology major from Utah, visited Fairfield for his interview last February, he admired the campus "mostly
because of the small size and because it's Catholic." Tanya Reiss,
another liberal arts major, from La
Jolla, CA, felt she would be happier away from home and was
"excited about meeting new
people." Susan_Schlesinger, an
English major from Tulsa, OK,
loved the area. "I liked that it was
close to New York City." She
further adds, "It was easy too because my grandparents live in the
area." Susan is not the only one
who knows people near F.U.
Having relatives in Connecticut
and Massachusetts made it a lot
easier for Patricia Gonzalez to
come from San Juan, Puerto Rico.

in a different way
than here. We are
competing more
with ourselves
against others.
The grading system is altogether
different.
Our
tests are marked
from 18, which is
passing, to 30. A
"good" student
maintains grades
between 25 and
30.
NN: What was
the most surprising thing for you
about Fairfield?
Fabia: It was
very surprising
how much kids
drink alcohol
here. In Italy, as
well as most of
Europe, there is
no drinking age.
I think all the
young people
want to do things
they're not al-

Fabra Caporizzi
lowed to do, that goes for Italians
as well as Americans. It's a psychological attitude to break the
rules.
NN: What are your hopes for the
future?
Fabia: My course of study is political science with a specialization
in sociology and advertising for
social problems which is advertising for the handicapped, AIDS
awareness, conservation like the
campaign New York recently had
"Don't drip New York dry" for
water conservation.
NN: What's your overall impresThings haven' t always been
easy for these courageous students.
As the summer came to a close and
September neared, Ringgo found
it very hard to part with his parents
and friends. "It was hard to go to a
different part of the country.
You're forced to make friends and
start a new foundation." At first,
he found it very difficult to adjust
to life on campus. "I wanted to go
home so badly the first few days. I
tried to get involved. I felt great

sion of your Fairfield experience
so far?
Fabia: I've learned to be less critical and to judge things differently.
I've learned to be more openminded and to try to learn the most
from people. I like to be here
because I'm learning a different
style of life and thinking. Everyone here is nice to me and I particularly like the campus life— everyone shares the same experiences
living together. As I said before, it
is different in Italy; in a way I could
say people are less snobby here
when I kept myself occupied."
When he was alone, he often
thought about home. "One day I'
woke up and realized this is home."
Patricia, a psychology major, knew she would be homesick
in the beginning, but wasn't scared
about coming to the U.S. for the
first time. She says, "I was anxious
to experience college. I expected a
lot." She misses her family a little,
but feels comfortable because:
"The people here made me feel at
cont'd p. 10

The new
revolution in
communications
hasbegun...
Coming Soon
To Fairfield U!

Photo: Rich Nunziante
than in Italy, France or Germany
because there the way you dress
shows where you come from. It's
nice because everybody' s the same
and dress comfortably in sweats
and shorts.
NN: What's the strangest thing
you ever heard someone say here?
Fabia: One of my teachers said,
"In this class I really want you to
think, and criticize what you'll be
reading." This should be more
normal. In Italy we are not as
spoon-fed the information and we
are forced to think more on our
own.
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Dedication to
Excellence
Fairfield University, not yet 50 years old, has been steadily
gaining a reputation way beyond its years. Two reputable guides
have recently ranked Fairfield among the top 120 colleges and
universities in the nation.
Barron's Profile of American Colleges has raised Fairfield
among their categorical ratings to the second highest group,
ranking it equally with Holy Cross, Lehigh, and Hamilton. U.S.
News and World Report's America's Best Colleges has declared
Fairfield number 7 among the nation's comprehensive colleges.
Considering our relative youth, these ratings honor Fairfield.
They have objectively considered our selectivity, our resources,
our faculty, and our retention ratings to come to their decisions.
Without the Jesuit dedication to excellence of the individual,
Fairfield could not be the academic institution that these reports
found it to be. Fairfield is dedicated to excellence of mind and
academics, and to excellence of body, as well as to spiritual
excellence, an aspect which makes it more than just another university.
In light of the $35 million campaign of "Fulfilling the Jesuit
Ideal," Fairfield's most recent dedication to improve its resources,
our University can only get better. Everyone at this University, students, faculty, and administrators, are continuing to make Fairfield
come closer to its goal of excellence among the country's best.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor,
I am writing this so that my
gripe may be voiced concerning
the Superior General of the Jesuits' visit to Fairfield University. I
was really disappointed that I didn't
get to hear his speech, but it was
through no fault of my own. I
remember passing by the tightly
secured Campus Center that Thursday night (Oct. 6) feeling half
angry, half envious, like I hadn't
been invited to someone's birthday party. What miffed me even
more was reading about it in last
week's Mirror: "Father Aloysius
To the Editor,
This letter is primarily intended for the administration and
other people who hold positions of
power here at the University. I do,
however, think that the student
body should hear what I have to
say because this topic has everything to do with our future. At the
end of last semester I was informed
that I was no longer eligible for
work-study. The people at Financial Aid also told me that I had lost
my "guaranteed" student loan. It's
ironic that it's called "guaranteed,"
isn't it? Recently, a friend of mine
walked into the same office and
walked out with an entire workstudy package. I figured I would
try the same thing. Apparently she
is much cuter than I, because I
wasn't even given a second
thought. They said I had no financial need. It think I'll call my
father and tell him to stop working
overtime because the secretary at
Financial Aid says we have no

To the Editor,
I am writing in response to
Mr. Bermingham's article concerning Parent's Weekend. I feel badly
that his attitude toward it is so
negative. Hopefully I can offer
some reasons for why "Parent's
Weekend" is important. Our parents do so much for us. They have
given us the opportunity to attend
Fairfield. If it weren't for our
parents, we would not be able to
reap the rewards of the "college"
experience. 1 am very appreciative
and fortunate to be here. Many
parents sacrifice a great deal to
send their children here. Parents
Weekend is a perfect chance to
show our appreciation. They want
to be a part of our lives, and this

P. Kelley...said that Thursday was
'an historic evening' for Fairfield
and that Fairfield was honored to
have the Superior General speak
here."
Apparently, the man is
above MY honor because I was not
a part of the "invited audience"
that included students and faculty.
Is anyone else as mad as I am? Did
it irk anyone else to turn to the
editorial page and see a big bold
paragraph about Father Gereral
Kolvenbach's encouragement of
the Jesuit ideal and wonder why he
couldn't have spoken to all of us?
It even came up in class when one

of my professors made mention of
it and said to a certain student,
"You were there, right? Wasn't
that a great speech?" EEEEEK!!
Why was SHE invited? Maybe
there is a rational explanation of
which I am not aware. That is why
I wrote this letter, so that somebody will tell me why. Let me end
by saying that aside from my two
semesters of Father Harak,
Thursday's Mirror was the only
mention of the Jesuit ideal that I've
heard in I don't know how long.
How can we fulfill it if we don't
know what it is?
Annie Hayden

need.

for $4,000.00 at 13%. What a
bargain! Do we get to reap any of
the benefits of the 22 million dollars already raised? Something
tells me that we'll never even step
foot into the Fine Arts Center.
We'll be long graduated by that
time. The students should be
familiarized with all the people
who donate to the school. We
should be informed about these
thiings. How many students even
know that Jason Robards is on the
board of trustees?
Believe it or not, I love
Fairfield. I'm an English major
who did fairly well last year. I try
to get as involved as possible in
school activities and I think this is
a great school. If I don't get a
response, I'll assume that the
people in charge don't mind losing
a student like me. That's fine, but
keep in mind that I wrote this letter
for the benefit of the entire student
body. We deserve answers.

Last year I wrote Mr. Marchelli (he works at the office) a polite
letter inquiring about the Jamie
and Laura O'Brien scholarship.
This is set up for students who
have a handicapped sibling. Since
I'm in that situation I thought I
might give it a shot. I never received a response. Common courtesy demands that I should have at
least been sent a letter of rejection.
If it seems like I'm being a precocious brat, then this letter is obviously serving its purpose. Maybe
now I'll get somebody to sit down
and talk to me. Maybe this will
help the entire student body get
answers about the financing of theneducation. Is the tuition going to
be raised $1100.00 every year?
That means that tuition will be
$14,700.00 next year. That also
means that I'll be browsing through
Brooklyn college brochures trying
to figure out what classes to take.
The only reason I'm here
today is because I got a bank loan

David Collan '91

weekend allows us to share our
school lives with them. Their visiting is hardly an interference to
our studying and partying.
The "orphans" as Mr. Bermingham claled them are not left
to be a freak show. They are included in our plans. Another purpose of this weekend is to have
families get together, even with
the "orphans". Our friendships
have become very important to us
and we want our parents to be
aware of this.
I happen to enjoy Parent's
Weekend, and I took Mr. Bermingham's comments very personally.
This is the third year that I have
worked on Parent's Weekend. A
great deal of time and energy is put
into these two days by many groups

on campus. Would you believe
that planning started in April? I
feel a certain responsibility because
I helped put it together.
For those of us who have to
travel to Julie Hall to eat, the cooperation does not go unnoticed.
Granted it is an inconvienience,
but we are supposed to be mature
adults who realize that our normal
routines may be interrupted sometimes.
Parent's Weekend is fun.
Mom and Dad get a kick out of
spending a day or two with their
kids. They are proud of us and we
are proud of them. We are also
truly grateful.

semi-formal dresses to negligees
and Gucci umbrellas. I think a
couple of the more exotic dresses
were nabbed for the Transvestite
Party on Saturday night.
We filled countless bags with
shorts, t-shirts, shoes, and summer
skirts. All the clothes were sent in
a University van to Kennedy Airport where they will be shipped to
Kingston, Jamaica. We also found
many sweaters, courduroy pants,
and winter clothing, however, the
Jamaican thermometer rarely dips
down below 80 degrees. These

were sent to the Merton House of
Hospitality in Bridgeport. The
director was most appreciative.
Thanks again. You've done
well!

Elizabeth Giugliano

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers. Letters
to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box
AA or to the Mirror office in the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also be typewritten
with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters must be received by 6:00 PM
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the
Editor must be signed. Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror
Editorial Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which contain
personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to face basis so that
room can be reserved for more generalized topics. 6) Letters must be free of
personal attacks, inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should be free of
gramatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and other submissions
must be typewritten and received by 3:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication.
Prior notification by phone or mail is ad vised. 8) Once received, all submissions
become the property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does
the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves
the right to edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles
will appear. The Board's decision is final.

To the Editor,
We just wanted to thank everybody in the Fairfield community
who contributed to the Faith and
Justice Coalition clothing drive for
the people of Jamaica.
Last Thursday night, a group
of us spent hours sorting all the
clothes that students, faculty, and
fairfield residents sent in. Let me
tell you that there are going to be
some pretty well-dressed Jamicans
in the near future. We received
everything from sport blazers and

Greg Smart
Annie Petrides
Beth Terreri
Maureen Burgess
Scott Arnold
Members of the Faith and
Justice Coalition
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The Presidential Debates, Round II
Christine L. Henchar
Staff Writer
On Thursday October 14th,
round two of the battle of mediocrity was held at the Pauley Pavillion in Los Angeles, California.
Yes folks I am refering to that
entertaining exposition of skirted
political issues and character flaws,
disguised as a Presidential Debate
between Governor Michael
Dukakis and Vice President George
Bush. Contrary to the first debate,
one candidate actually proved to
be less mediocre than the other.
Who won?
The drum roll
please And it's George Bush
delivering the final blow to the
Duke with less than three weeks of
campaigning left in this vapid
presidential race.
Mr. Bush could be declared
the champ in this match for a
number of reasons. First of all, he
seemed noticeably more confident
and relaxed than he appeared to be
in the first debate. There were no
tremors in his voice this time
around. He responded to questions quickly .indicating a strong
degree of confidence in what he
had to say. Nor did he subject
himself to any major gaffes. Secondly, he was witty and his jokes
were spontaneous, contrary to the
pre-meditated, one liners that are
typically thrown in by the candidates somewhere during the course
of these debates. Perhaps the best

example of Mr. Bush's humor was
when he requested an extra five
seconds for his response because
"that boo was excessively loud."
It was also important that
he laughed at himself in this instance because otherwise it might
have been construed as indicative
of his whining wimp image that
press focused on earlier in the
campaign. Instead Mr. Bush carried the laughter of the audience.
Bush's spontaniey contrasted with
Mr. Dukakis' half-hearted, preplanned jokes such as "If i had a
dollar for every time you have
labeled me a liberal I might qualify
for one of those tax breaks." The
U.S. president does not necessarily have to be a comedian but a
sense of humor shows that he is
human and allows people to identify with him more readily. It was
cruical that Mr. Dukakis, hoing
into this debate, reveal that he had
some personality and to establish
some type of rapport with the
American people but he failed to
accomplish either goal.
Another missed opportunity
for Dukakis to enhance his personal image was the question regarding contemporary heroes. So
who are your contemporary heroes, Mike (and yes we all know by
now that Dan Quayle is not among
them)? Mr. Dukakis was tripped
up, as he could not name one single
hero. Conversely, Mr. Bush named
a couple of specific heros and cleverly slipped in the name Ronald

Reagan, which solidified his identification with one of the most
popular presidents in history and
built upon one of his major campaign themes; four more years of
continued success.
Mr. Bush's ability to weave
his campaign themes throughout
almost all of his responses during
the evening contributed greatly to
his victory. For example, when
Mr. Bush was asked to say something complimentary about his
opponent, he complimented
Dukakis' relationship with his
family. There was dual success in
this response for the Vice-President. First of all, he came across
positive, to help allay some of the
voter's anguish over negative
campaigning. Secondly, he astutely twisted his answer to reinterate one of his major campaign
themes - the restoration of family
values. Thereby increasing his
image as a family man. In sum,
this response not only enhanced
one of his campaign themes but it
created a sincere humane image of
Mr. Bush, which contrasted so
greatly with Mr. Dukakis.
A second example where
Mr. Bush carefully tied in a major
campaign theme was when he said
the one defense expenditure that
he would cut was the heavy truck,
the Emmett. This was key because, as Mr. Bush pointed out,
thi s was introduced into the budget
by Congress. Mr. Bush has consistently blamed the Democratic

Congress for the deficit and he
strenghted his position with this
argument. This response was especially effective because Dukakis
has tried to blame the deficit on the
Reagan administration's defense
spending, as opposed to Congress.
One of the major mistakes
made by Mr. Dukakis was for him
to criticize George Bush's selection of Dan Quayle in his final
rebuttal. In the middle of the debate each of the candidates admitted that they wanted to put negative campaigning to rest, but
Dukakis did not live up to his word
as, he picked on Quayle again! Mr.
Bush refrained from any direct
attacks throughout the remainder
of the debate so he earned points
for honesty, sincerity and courteousness (perhaps it was that prep
school upbringing, eh George?).
Furthermore, Dukakis'
criticism-of Quayle's patriotism is
very hypocritical, because during
the Korean War Dukakis chose a
college deferment over fighting for
his country. He did not even join
the National Guard. Mr. Bush may
very well have earned the sympathy of the American people over
the Quayle matter in his plea at the
beginning of the debate to stop
treating a dedicated public official
with such disrespect. Nonethe-

less, it looks as if Dukakis is going
to continue his negative campaign
style until election day. However,
Governor Dukakis has his work
cut out for him because Mr. Bush
impressed a lot of viewers last
Thursday night.
In conclusion, Mr. Bush's
strong performance may have
swayed the most crucial sector of
the electorate, the so-called undecideds. Thus, he will have bolstered his slight lead in the polls to
a more substantial one. Lamenting
the poor performance of Mr.
Dukakis, the Democrats are accusing Vice President Bush and the
Republican party of prematurely
claiming victory in November.
Naturally, the Democrats would
respond this way because they
know that once a candidate breaks
away with a clear lead the undecided voters will jump on the bandwagon and vote for him because
everyone loves a winner. This
means that in the next few weeks
George increases and shines in the
spotlight, while Mike desparately
reaches into his bag of political
tricks but ultimately takes the
curtain call.
Stayed tuned for the heavey
weight championship of presidential politics on November 8th.

Alcohol Awareness: Giving Drinking Some Thought
Lizabeth Schiebel
Contriibuting Writer
National Alcohol Awareness Week has come to Fairfield
once again and people are probably asking — "What's the deal?
Why are their balloons all over the
Campus Center?"
The Peer Counseling
Network Alcohol Team has organized this week to get a message
across to students. That message is
clear—Drink Responsibly. It's in
your hands. Substance Abuse
Counselor Barry Vesciglio says
"If anyone would learn something
new about alcohol that they didn't
know before, then it will be a success. I hope people can realize that
alcohol isnot necessary to have a
good time. The administration and
fellow students put a lot of time
into providing enjoyable social
alternatives; the townhouses and
the beach are not the only places
that we can have fun at Fairfield."
The University has taken
a proactive rather than a reactive
position of late in an attempt to
prevent tragedies like those of
Princeton and Rutgers last year
that really hit home with us as a
University. Flyers relating to these
incidents were given to every
townhouse in September as a warning to hosts that they share a degree
of legal responsibility when they
serve alcohol to minors. Dorm
residents were implored by staff to
be aware of what they are drinking
and when they've had enough.
No one on the Alcohol
team is advertising for a revival of
the Prohibition. We're not even
asking anyone to skip the beer this
weekend. What we do want is for
students to take a moment and
reflect on the place of alcohol in
their lives. Even if they feel the
University interferes with their
social life, the decision on how we
drink is all our own. No one can
control our behavior except ourselves. Jeanne DiMuzio agrees,
"It all boils down to self-respect.
Every decision we make is a reflection of how we feel about

ourselves."
Probably everyone reading this article can recall a time
when they themselves or someone
they love drank too much and
embarassed themselves in front of
a lot of people. Whether they just
said some really stupid things, acted
out of line, or gotten sick as a dog,
there are drunken moments we all
would like to forget. But this week,
let's remember these times. Regrets we hold in out hearts of times
past do not always have to be
negative. We can take our bad
experiences and make them work
for us.
Fr. O'Neill has students
working for him this year in a new
disciplinary program where those
who are written up for dorm destruction are called in for clean-up
crew on Sunday nights. In this

way, students realize the extent of
the damage they've done and are
forced to take responsibility for
their actions. Jeanne DiMuzio
points out the program's effectiveness in sensitizing other students
to the problems caused by excessive drinking; problems they have
to pay for.
Besides the campus service sanctions, big steps in Residence Hall programming have been
taken to develop a sense of community respect. Jeanne reports that
there have been fewer fire alarms
this year, most likely as a result of
the films shown on the subject of
dorm fires during orientation.
But alcohol-related incidents continue to be the leading
cause of write-ups on campus. It's
a fact of life. Minors will drink.
The issue of whether we should be

c

able to is "not going to die," says
Jean. "It's the law, and as a University we will respond to the policies in place and enforce them to
the best of our ability. If you're
caught, you pay the consequences.
That's life in general." But we, as
students, should enforce laws of
our own.
Jeanne applauds the student who can say no when they
need to say no. Reflecting on the
transition problem of freshmen, she
realizes that it is difficult for kids
to make all the right decisions when
they are suddenly independent. On
campus, we don't have to worry
about driving home or getting past
Mom and Dad. "Some kids see
college as a launch pad, with the
rocket in the shape of a beer can."
We must realize that Fairfield is

not an escape from reality. While
it is a great oppurrunity for social
growth, it should not be a breeding
ground for harmful drinking habits.
Alcohol is a part of out
society, important to us in and
outside of college. However, its
misuse damages our grades, our
relationships, and expecially our
self-esteem. The Alcohol Awareness Team hopes that this week
will get people to think responsibly about their drinking habits. Be
concerned about the people around
you. Care about how they feel
about you, but don't let social situations pressure you to drink if it's
against your better judgment. You
are priority.
It's in your hands.

When you crash

This is the slow-motion, split-second reconstruction of
what happens when a car, traveling 55 mph, crashes
into a solid, immovable tree:
■ One-Tenth of a Second
The front bumper and chrome "frosting" of the grill work
collapse. Slivers of steel penetrate the tree to a depth of one
and one-half inches or more.
■ Two-Tenths of a Second
The hood crumples as it rises, smashing into the windshield. □
Spinning rear wheels leave the ground. □ The front fenders
come into contact with the tree, forcing the rear parts out over
the front door. □ The heavy structural members of the car
begin to act as a brake on the terrific forward momentum of the
two-and-a-half ton car. □ But the driver's body continues to
move forward at the vehicle's original speed (20 times normal
force of gravity, his body weight is 3.200 pounds). □ His legs,
ramrod straight, snap at the knee joints.
■ Three-Tenths of a Second
The driver's body is now off the seat, torso upright, broken
knees pressing against the dashboard. D The plastic and
steel frame of the steering wheel begins to bend under his
terrible death grip. □ His head is now near the sun visor, his
chest above the steering column.
■ Four-Tenths of a Second
The car's front 24 inches have been demolished, but the rear

end is still traveling at an estimated speed of 35 mph. □ The
body of the driver is still traveling 55 mph. □ The half-ton
motor block crunches into the tree. □ The rear end of the
car, like a bucking horse, rises high enough to scrape bark
off low branches.
■ Five-Tenths of a Second
The driver's fear-frozen hands bend the steering column into
an almost vertical position. □ The force of gravity impales
him on the steering shaft. □ Jagged steel punctures lung
and intercostal arteries. D Blood spurts into his lungs.
■ Six-Tenths of a Second
The driver's feet are ripped from his tightly-Jaced shoes. □ The
brake pedal shears off at the floor boards. □ The chassis
bends in the middle, shearing body bolts. □ The driver's head
smashes into the windshield. □ The rear of the car begins its
downward fall, spinning wheels digging into the ground.
■ Seven-Tenths of a Second
The entire writhing body of the car is forced out of shape. D
Hinges tear, doors spring open. □ In one last convulsion, the
seat rams forward, pinning the driver against the cruel steel
of the steering shaft. □ Blood leaps from his mouth, shock
has frozen his heart. □ The driver is now dead!

Elapsed time: Only seven-tenths of a second.
[This information was published at the Madigan Army Hospital. Tacoma. Wash.,
as part ot a holiday weekend traffic safety campaign.1
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These Are The Voyages...
Edward Hines, Jr.
Staff Writer
Since I began this column
last year, my focus has been centered primarily on the developments of The Next Generation
through its characters and settings.
As I sit down each week and write
the recurring title of this article,
though, I am reminded that its four
words also refer to the adventures
of a previous generation of exploratory men and women—the
family that began the Star Trek experience aboard the Enterprise 22
years ago. With the excitement of
Next Gen 's second season and its
two new characters about to explode into a climactic premiere
episode in a few weeks, I thought it
might be prudent and restful for
me in this issue to turn the clock
back to 1968 and look at a favorite
story from classic Star Trek: "The
Deadly Years," written by David
P. Harmon. While I can definitely
say this episode is sensitive and
touching, I think it clearly paints a
somber and demeaning picture of
the reality of growing old. I can
sympathize with the characters because they are aging rapidly and
facing the end of their lives way
before the proper time, but the
overall story concept takes away
from the grand sense of accomplishment I feel should pervade
the golden years after a (hopefully)
long, rich life of adventure and
experience.
While en route to bring
Commodore George Stocker to his
new post at Starbase 10, the Enterprise makes a brief sjop to resupply a Federation colony on Gamma
Hydra IV. Finding the settlement
deserted upon their arrival, the
landing party breaks up to scout
out the elusive colonists. Chekov
is scared out of his wits when he
literally bumps into the corpse of a
very old man in a dark building—
a curious happenstance in light of
the fact that the new colony was
supposed to be composed of all
young researchers. The landing
party is then astonished when colony leaders Robert and Elaine
Johnson, aged 29 and 27 respectively, hobble out from another
building and appear as if overnight
40 years had been added onto their
lives.
Back aboard ship, Captain
Kirk believes that given the close
proximity of Gamma Hydra IV to
the Romulan Neutral Zone there
exists the possibility that the
Romulans, having developed some
sort of new weapon, have used the
colonists as guinea pigs. Further
investigation by Spock reveals the
truth, however. The orbit of
Gamma Hydra IV carried the planet
through the tail end of a passing

comet, and evidently some form of
resulting radiation poisoning in the
guise of rapid aging killed the
colonists.
Kirk and the landing party
also learn something else. Their
brief presence on the planet exposed them to the same radiation
sickness, and now they each—
Kirk, Spock, McCoy, Scotty, and
Lieutenant Arlene Galway—begin

however, which he nevertheless
orders Sulu to implement. Almost
immediately the Enterprise is
surrounded by 10 Rdmulan birds
of prey and comes under heavy
attack. Stocker, who has never
commanded a starship before,
doesn't know what to do.
Fortunately the serum is
developed in time and restores Kirk
to his youthful agility. Rushing to

pusher"—the very type f person
he accuses Commodore Stocker of
being in "The Deadly Years." For
Jim, there is simply no other job
he'd rather be doing than commanding a starship, particularly the
Enterprise by name. After the
serum had stopped his premature
aging process and returned him to
his 34 year old state of mind and
body, we see how excitedly, confi-

to age at a very rapid rate and have
less than a week to live.
Kirk begins to visibly falter
in his duties as captain and, after an
extraordinary competency hearing
convened at Commodore Stocker's
request, is relieved of command.
Arlene Galway, in the meantime,
is the first member of the landing
party to succumb to the sickness.
The great mystery that seems to
have stumped Doctor McCoy and
the visiting endocrinologist Doctor Janet Wallace is the reason for
Chekov's immunity to the disease.
Before a cure can be developed, it
must be discovered how Pavel
somehow managed to purge himself of the invading sickness.
Spock's disrupted thinking
process has prevented him from
recalling the Russian ensign's
startled reaction to the dead body
on Gamma Hydra IV until this
moment. Evidently the increased
adrenal activity caused by his fright
somehow managed to counteract
the progression of disease in his
body. The doctors, Spock, and
Nurse Chapel go to work on developing an adrenaline-based serum.
Meanwhile, Commodore
Stocker, having assumed command
in the absence of the ill Spock and
Scotty, decides to make a beeline
for Starbase 10 so that the radiation sickness can be more expertly
studied by its superior ground facilities and a cure developed faster.
The quickest direction to the base
involves cutting through the forbidden Romulan Neutral Zone,

the Bridge and employing his triedand-true "corbomite" tactic, he
tricks the Romulans into giving
ground. At a sudden burst of warp
factor eight the Enterprise cuts the
Romulans off guard and escapes
the Neutral Zone. The mission
continues to Starbase 10.
The moral of this story,
which plainly sticks out like a sore
thumb; says that it is inadvisable to
beam down all your senior ship's
officers in a single, initial landing
party. Classic Star Trek was notorious for allowing Captain Kirk to
transport down in almost every
away team; this time, Jim gets a
slap on the wrist for his callow
diligence. Senility, a condition
which comes with the package of
his abnormal aging, eventually
causes him to be removed from the
position Spock would later call his
"...first, best destiny": namely,
command of the Enterprise .
Jim Kirk's greatest lament
is his mortality. We recognize his
fear of getting old for the first time
in "The Deadly Years." Perhaps
this is also the first time he himself
recognizes this anxiety, for it is
with age that he realizes he will
someday have to give up command of his ship; that the five-year
mission will come to an end—and
this prospect terrifies him. In Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan we see
the continuation of this process in
an embittered Admiral Kirk as he
suffers through a mid-life crisis
and appears unhappy in his occupation as a "chair-bound paper-

dently, and youthfully he rushes
onto the Bridge to save his beloved
ship from Romulan buffeting.
While we can now see that
his mid-life struggle in The Wrath
of Khan was precocious—since
he eventually did end up returning
to captain the Enterprise , it is
important for him to remember
that sometime not too far down the
road his number will come up and
his command will end once and for
all. For now, we can only hope that
he enjoys every moment of his
favorite duty and feels enriched
with the sense of accomplishment
that his many years at the helm
have earned him.
The stress brought on by the
radiation sickness causes a few
friendships and loyalties to be
strained to the limit. Spock by no
means wanted to convene the
competency hearing which he
knew would end up in Kirk's being
relieved, but regulations and a flag
officer demanded its implementation. Kirk's senility prevents him
from seeing its urgency; he instead
chooses to believe that his halfVulcan friend is trying to rob him
of his last stronghold on youth. It
is hurtful for us to witness a tottering, disbelieving Jim Kirk screaming in rage for Spock to "Get out!
I never want to have to look at you
again" and a somber, serene Vulcan, struggling with his conscience
and his desire to help his ailing
captain, sadly turning on his heel
and walking away.
Jim and Doctor Janet Wal-
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lace had once been quite close
(what else is new?), but conflicting
interests drew them apart. We are
saddened as Janet tearfully watches
the man she still loves deteriorate
into nothing less than a mental
vegetable. She cannot bring herself to admit personally or to the
nervously questioning captain that,
yes indeed, he is visibly growing
older as she stands by. While her
presence must have been somewhat of a comfort to Jim, we never
learn exactly why she is visiting
the Enterprise . We can only assume she is headed for Starbase 10
with Stocker.
Finally, we witness the tension of the crew as they incredulously come to terms with their
beloved captain's inability to remember having given important
orders. To have the leader and
strength of the Enterprise family
undergoing a gruelling condition
far beyond his control is unsettling
for the crew, and it is difficult
especially for Sulu, Uhura. and
Yeoman Doris Atkins to admit at
the competency hearing that their
captain is not operating up to par.
We can't help feeling sorry
for Chekov and Commodore
Stockerin this episode. Poor Pavel
endures more than his share of
poking and prodding during the
numerous painful physicals
McCoy subjects him to, and his
brief scene of griping to Sulu on
the Bridge is humorously explicit
of those ordeals.
While George Stocker
probably comes across as the
gentlest flag officer in Starfleet
and a strict adherent to regulations,
it is clear that he oversteps his
ability and authority by assuming
command of the Enterprise and
then making the terrible decision
of taking her across the Neutral
Zone. I suppose saying I feel sorry
for him is a bit of an overstatement;
there is no excuse for his jeopardizing 430 crewmembers, a passenger, and the entire peace of the
galaxy just because he is anxious
to begin his new job.
For the second time in the
series Kirk employs his pseudopoker "corbomite" bluff and saves
his ship from destruction. Every
time I see this episode I note the
curious expressions of recognition
from Sulu, Uhura, Spock, and even
Chekov (Sulu must have filled him
in; the Russian wasn't around the
first time it was used). I'm always
interested to see Spock's reaction
and complacence to Jim's tactic.
In "The Corbomite Maneuver" he
initially did not feel it had any
chance of success; after it worked,
though, his appreciation of the
practicality of human games improved markedly.
The Word is Given: Pocket
Books has published its newest
Star Trek novel for the month of
October, 1988. Memory Prime is
written by Gar and Judith ReevesStevens.
And the adventure continues...
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Rimers: Pure Poetry
Anthony M. McKiernan
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University
Playhouse has once again scored
with an adventurous production of
"The Rimers of Eldritch."
"Rimers" interweaves the daily
lives of the gossiping townfolk with
a murder trial that has rocked this
dying Mid-Western ghost town.
The consistent use of flashbacks
coupled with slick lighting changes
makes this production one of the
most intense and eerie plays of the
past few years.
Wilma Atkins (Rosemarie
Dykeman) and Martha Truit (Kara
Callender) portray older women
talking about their dying town and
buzzing about the murder trial in
progress involving Nelly and Mary
Windrod (Kristin B. Wasti and
Jennifer Dixon), Eva Jackson and
Robert Conklin (Regina Mauro and

Frank Chesky). In the meantime, a
picture of the daily lives of town
members gives the flavor of Eldritch. Patsy Johnson (Judith Germano) and Lena Truit (Michele
Breen) are teen-age girls coping
with life in the small town, and
Cora Groves (Maura Rowe) is the
tavern owner who is attempting to
survive alone while being the object of gossip for her social behavior.
Skelly Mannor (Bill Bevaqua) is the vagrant, the eyes and
ears of the town, who is murdered
under questionable circumstances.
It is the controversy of this event
that the action is centered on . The
preacher (James Cullen) presides
over the trail and acts as the spiritual spokesman for Eldritch in this
time of evil.
The storyline of "Rimers"
is intricate and ever-changing, and

the performances and staging make
it a must see. Jennifer Dixon's
portrayal of old Mary Windrod
alone makes it worth viewing.
Regina Mauro is wonderful as Eva
Jackson, a crippled girl dealing
with family and social problems,
who is central to the murder.
Seductive Maura Rowe captivates
the audience as the tough working
woman "breaking in" her hired
hand, well-played by Michael
Romer. Kristin Wasti is intense as
Nelly Windrod, and perhaps the
highlight of the show is the performance of Bill Bevaqua (Skelly),
whose emotion and drive was riveting, to say the least.
"The Rimers of Eldritch" is running from October 17-22 at the
Playhouse, and was directed by
David Rosenberg. Support the
Playhouse and go see a most interesting and enjoyable production.

Punchline Packs A Whallop
Tony Germinario
Staff Writer
After starring in one of the
summer's most successful films,
Big, Tom Hanks takes on the most
challenging role of his career in the
new fall release, Punchline. The
film, written by David Seltzer,
centers on the hectic New York
comedy club scene.
Hanks plays Steven Gold, a
disturbed Columbia medical school
dropout, who spends his nights
performing at the comedy club,
The Gas Station. Sally Field costars as Lilah Krytsick, a suburban
housewife struggling to make a
name for herself as a stand up

comic.
On stage, Gold is a brilliant
comedian, but offstage, his biting
sarcasm leaves him alone in a world
filled with bitter memories of his
childhood. This combination leads
to a nervous breakdown with Gold
reaching out to Lilah for help. An
unlikely romance forms between
the two, in which Gold tries to
break up Lilah's marriage. After
failing, he falls into his own form
of depression and bursts into a
funny but eerie rendition of Gene
Kelly's song "Singing in the Rain".
The film closes with a comedy
contest pitting the two main characters and eight others against each
other as they vie for a guest spot on

The Johnny Carson Show.
Hanks proves his stardom
in this movie as he brilliantly
combines his comedic and dramatic skills in the role of his career. His stand up routines are
remarkably funny and his serious
scenes have a high element of realism. Hanks also shows a definite
flair for working the stage during
the nightclub scenes. His convincing portrayal of the caustic and
schizophrenic Gold was what made
the film most enjoyable. Field's
role, while entertaining, was not
very convincing. At times, she
seemed overdramatic, especially
in scenes with her husband (played
by John Goodman).

U2fs Rattle and Hum: Good Enough
Robert J. McCann
Contributing Writer
The foursome from Ireland are
back on the front shelves in the record
stores: at least for a while anyway.
U2's new album Rattle and Hum (the
soundtrack for an upcoming U2 movie)
was released last week across the
country. The album is a mix of new
and old; remakes and rejects.
The mostly live recording
opens up with a remake of "Helter
Skelter."
Bono introduces the song by saying
"this is a song Charles Manson stole
from the Beatles...we're stealing it
back." Although it's a fairly good
version, the idea that U2 could do it
better than John, Paul, George and
Ringo is presumptuous at best. The
next three songs are all U2 originals.
This set includes the single "Desire" as
well as the Edge's vocal debut in "Van
Dieman's Land."
Before you've had time to figure out which of these are Joshua Tree
rejects, the listener is serenaded with a
nostalgic version of Dylan's "All Long
the Watchtower." Like "Helter Skelter", the Irish boys perform it well, but
it just doesn't seem to fit the U2 genre.
The album continues with excellent live versions of "I Still Haven't
found What I'm Looking For," "Silver
and Gold," and "Pride." All of these
past U2 winners that sound as good as
ever-some vintage stuff.
The remainder of the album is
all new material with the exception of

an intro to the "Star Spangled Banner"
that slides gracefully into "Bullet the
Blue Sky." This set includes "God
Part II" an excellent song the group
wrote to discredit the slanderous Albert Goldman best-seller about John
Lennon's life. B.B. King also makes a
contribution in "When Love Gomes to
Town." This almost "blusey" tune is
actually pretty good and teases the true
U2 fan with a taste of the potential the
album could have had.
Once you've weeded through

all of the remakes and rejects you can
settle down with some excellent music. Unfortunately, it'sjust not enought
to meet the high standarts U2 has set in
the past with classics like War, The
Unforgettable Fire and The Joshua
Tree. It's fairly clear that this is an
album that the group made just to
fulfill their contract with Island Records. Although it's not a total flop,
maybe the boys from Dublin should
get a new lawyer before they head
back into the studio.
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Happenings
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Perhaps the most exciting news for me this week is that Ozzy
Osbourne is about to release a new album. The defendent in numerous
law suits dealing with the song "Suicide Solution" is set to release No
Rest for the Wicked , his first studio album in three years. The album
features a song entitled "Bloodbath in Paradise" which is about Charles
Manson (the man who stole "Helter Skelter" from The Beatles).
Also releasing a new album are The Bangles, that all girl foursome. Their new album will be entitled Everything and the band will do
a tour in support of the record in 1989.
Another exciting fact: I was happy to see that Guns n' Roses won
Best New Artist at the MTV Video Music Awards. According to lead
singer Axl, the band is going to go into the studio soon to record a new
album. I'll be waiting in line for my copy.
In movie news, Prince's management has denied reports that the
Minneapolis pop star will play Jimi Hendrix in a movie about Hendrix's
life.
For all you rock n' roll groupies out there, Ally Sheedy is set to
portray Pamela DesBarres in an upcoming movie based on DesBarres
"documentary" I'm With The Band, a collection of anecdotes and
valuable commentary on her liaisons with varios rock musicians.
On a similar note Motley Crue is beginning work on a new album
featuring the song, "Slice of Your Pie". The album is do out in 1989.
Recently, I was surprised to find out how few Echo & The
Bunnymen fans knew that the band had broken up. Guys, they broke up.
Upcoming at Toad's Place: on October 23rd , Harry Dean
Stanton and Members of The Call; on October 24th, Fishbone; and on
October 25th, The Wailers.
Before I finish I'd like to congratulate the Glee Club and Drama
Club for their performances on Parent's Weekend and I'd like to thank
Rob McCann for his contribution this week. Maybe now he'll only play
the album once an hour. And also Tony Germinario and Anthony
McKiernan for their contributions.
And the Adventure continues...
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The film also included several stand up routines by up-andcoming comics. These scenes were
hilarious, most notably those with
a singing nun.

With the combination of
comedy and drama and the brilliant work of Tom Hanks, Punchline truly delivers.
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cont'd from p. 5
home."
When asked to reflect on
his first few days here, Chris responds, "I'm glad I came here
because the people are so friendly.
I was worried about coming out
this far, but felt it was a good
learning experience." He misses
his friends, family, and the scenery of Salt Lake City, but adds,
"I'm not as homesick as I thought
I would be."
Tanya Reiss was very
homesick when she arrived. "I
missed everything about home.
People here talk differently, and

the scenery is different. I wanted
to be home where I felt secure."
But then she realized everyone at
F.U. is so "friendly and nice," that
she is glad she came.
On the other hand, Susan
felt no apprehension about coming
here and seems to have adjusted
well. "I was excited about getting
to meet new people and have new
experiences," she says.
I asked the freshmen what
differences they found between the
atmosphere at F.U. and that of their
homes. Chris found Fairfieldians
to be much less conservative in

views and opinions than in the
Mormon area where he grew up.
"It is faster paced here. People are
on the go all the time. California
has a slower pace. People even
walk faster here." He feels that
Fairfieldians are not as cold as
some Californians.
Tanya lives right on the
beach in CA and finds the people
to be very "laid back". The attitude seems to be "whatever happens, happens." She doesn't feel a
lot of stress at F.U. because she
went to a college prep school. Also,
she finds fewer prejudices and

stereotypes here.
Not all the observations
were postive, however. Susan
feels, "People here aren't as willing to go ahead and be your friend."
She felt the people in Oklahoma
were more sociable.
So, where are these students
going to live after they graduate?
Most of them seem to want to go
home. Tanya frankly says, "I prefer California. I'm just here for the
experience." Ringgo, the other
Californian, says, "I like it here
better, but I don't want to live out
in the East. I want to visit a lot

though." Chris responds, "I like
home better because I grew up
there. I miss the mountains: I'll
always be a Westerner. I can live
here, but I'll always be drawn
toward toward the West." Susan
finds, "I'm happier here than at
home. I want to travel a lot and will
probably live in a large city, maybe
even New York.
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The College Consortium for International Studies, CCIS, is composed of 170 American Universities and Colleges. The CCIS offers 17 semester and year long study abroad programs.
Accredited Programs • Affordable Programs • Financial Aid Available
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•

England
Israel
Ireland
Germany
Spain
Italy
Denmark
Scotland

• Switzerland
• Mexico
• Canada
_
Spring Semester
• France
in Dublin
• China
• Sweden
st
- Patrick's College
• Portugal
Maynooth
• Colombia
• Ecuador
1987-88 Over 1500 U.S. Students Registered for CCIS Programs.
English is the instructional language in all programs.
Six hours of the language of the host country is required.
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
IRELAND

HMNSEM'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

foxy Locks

m

hair salon

Look

College Consortium For International Studies

Qreat
Jn

1275 Post Rd., (Brickwalk) Fairfield

Sullivan Flower Shop
" Say it with Flowers"
Fruit, & Balloons
530 Kings Highway Cutoff
259-1629 (Next to Woodsend)

PROMOTE YOUR

CLUB - TEAM
HAVE YOUR UNIQUE DESIGN
SILKSCREENED ON:
T-SHIRTS • SWEATS • BOXERS
•ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE
PROFESSIONALLY PRINTED BY

MONKEY BUSMESI

WELCOME BACK SPECIAL
Good through Sept. with Fairfield ID.
Small (2 scoops) $1.00 Reg. 135
Large (3 scoops) $1.50 Reg. 135
Sundaes Small $2.25 Reg. 2.60
Large $2.75 Reg. 3.10
Sundaes have 2 or 3 scoops of ice cream; our
own Hot Fudge, Butterscotch; or Marshmallow;
Real Whipped .Cream & any of our dry toppings.
Shakes $2.25 Reg. 2.50
Eggcream $1.00 Reg. 1.25
Cakes: always 10% off for Fairfield U, students
2 layers of ice cream
Dry topping in
middle
OREO crust

Mini (serves 5-8)
10.00
Small (serves 10-15) 16.00
Large (serves 18-25) 26.00

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.

1875 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06430
behind Newmark & Lewis • lots of free parking
Fairfield

Norwalk

367-1876

852-1876

.

New Haven

Stamford

787-1876

967-9090

HIGH QUALITY • LOW PRICES
EXCELLENT SERVICE
FOR MORE INFO CONTACT:

MIKE McPADDEN, Box 1942
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE

>88
259-5888

FREE DELIVERY
ALL ITEMS
7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
Call by 7 & 10 p.m.

Help Wanted
Flexible hours
Morning & nights

wraraoMso
»«;»<»£
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Yes, There is a Sailing Team Here at Fairfield
Kathy O'Leary
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University
sailing team battled high winds
and cold temperatures to take 8th
place in a fleet of 31 boats in the
18th Annual Corinthian's Intercollegiate Regatta.
The team sailed Rolling
Thunder, a J/35 donated for the
weekend by its owner, William
Cargill of Southport, CT. The
regatta, which was held October
8th and 9th in Rye, NY, consisted
of thirty-one boats in two main
divisions. These yachts were sailed
by teams from East coast colleges
and universities from Maine to
Maryland.
The first day of racing took
place in winds of thirty mph and
seas of three to four feet; however,
the toughest part of the race was
enduring the forty degree tempera-

tures. The wind, rainwater, and
temperature combined to make
sailing very difficult. In these high
winds, equipment failure is always
in the front of everyone's mind.
Mid-way through the first regatta,
the team witnessed the mast of
another boat snap in half like a
toothpick. Freshman Andy Raggio commented that such an experience can be terrifying. But, the
team sailed excellently to a fifth
place finish on Saturday.
Although the second day
was a little calmer, high winds and
cold temperatures made for difficult sailing. Junior Dawn Johnson
described that "Going into a race
in fifth place, puts a lot of pressure
on the crew; but our team lived up
to the challenge, finishing ahead of
Merchant Marine, Coast Guard,
Maine Maritime, and Cornell.
The team sailed an excellent upwind leg, battling bow-to-

bow with the Rochester and the
Merchant Marine teams. The first
downwind leg was very tense; the
winds picked up and the boat
broached once, almost leaving a
crew member in its wake. Fairfield finished 8th in Sunday's regatta, edging out Merchant Marine, both Coast Gaurd teams,
Vassar and Colgate.
The final results were the
most impressive. Junior Skipper
Matt Faber said, "In our division
we finished in 6th place, beating
among others, the Naval Academy, Merchant Marine, Coast
Guard's varsity team, and Cornell."
Team captain, Robert Desel stated,
"I was most concerned with the
overall results which combines
both divisions. Overall, we finished 8th in a fleet of 31 boats,
again beating Navy, both Coast
Guard teams, Army, and quite a
few of the Maritime academies. I

SCORECARD
Fairfileld University sports team results for the week 10-10 through 10-26. (Home team
in italics).

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sun. 10-16 Fairfield 2
Fordham 0
VOLLEYBALL
Sat. 10-15 Fairfield 8,12 C.C.S.U. 15,15
Fairfield 6,6
St. Peter's 15,15
Fairfield 5,15,15 Siena 15,11, 5
MEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 10-15 lona 3
Fairfield 2
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Manhattan College 0
Sat. 10-15 Fairfield 9
FIELD HOCKEY
Drexel 1
Mon. 10-10 Fairfield 0
UMASS 8
Thu. 10-13 Fairfield 0

was thrilled with our performance.
We were sailing against the best on
the east coast and we outsailed 22
schools. The crew work was outstanding; in winds that high, one
mental lapse can mean disaster."
The Corinthian team consisted of junior Matt Faber at the
helm, sophomore Jen Lane trimming the mainsail, sophomore
Shannon O'Leary trimming the jib
and spinnaker, and freshman Andy
Raggio as navigator. Also on the

Women Runners Bring
Home Trophy
Russ Paquette
Contributing Writer
This weekend, the cross country team woke up at an ungodly hour
to travel to the Bronx for the Hunter College Invitational. The favorite
fall sports team on campus finished second in the women's race. The impressive performance was led by Kristine Locher, who placed ninth.
Kyla Shea and Rochelle Deach finished 45 seconds apart in 12th and
15th place respectively. Other Van Cortland Park survivors were Teresa
Mencel, Moira Duclos, and Maria Arnoldy.
The men's squad raced well despite a late night and managed to
finish in the top half of the field. Once again wonderboy Dan Isleib
placed in the top ten at number five. Rusty Briggs assumed his usual
number two spot, finishing in fifteenth place. The sixth place finish was
sewn up by Chris Jackson, Russ Paquette, and John Monroe. Gene
Tiernan's early wipeout, and Pete Crichton's concern for his welfare prevented a one-two finish. They still managed to dust quite a few people
on the fifth mile.
Running Notes:Not only is Tiernan a cross country star, he is
also the drummer/sex-symbol of Broken Bottles, who are playing in the
Stag-Her Inn tonight. On your way to the Campus Center, stop by
Alumni Hall to gaze at the trophy the girls brought home.

Karate Club: Alive and
Kicking

SOLE
Mon. 10-10 and Tue 10-11
at N.E.I.G.A. Invitational
THIS WLJK'S HOME SCHEDULE
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Sat. 10-22 Duchess C.C. 2:00
VOLLEYBALL
Tue. 10-25 Fordham, Manhattanville 6:30
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sat. 10-22 Holy Cross 1:00
Mon. 10-24 Vassar 3:30
FIELD HOCKEY
Thu. 10-20 C.W. Post 4:00
Sat. 10-22 Maine 1:00
Mon. 10-24 St. Joseph Noon
RUGBY
Sat. 10-22 Columbia Noon
LACROSSE
Sat. 10-22 UHART 1:00

A-1

EARNING DOLLARS

Brightside
Box 1190 • Battle Creek, Ml 49016

\ INTERNSHIP
I AVAILABLE

Be a Sport!
Write for the
Mirror Sport
Section. Reply to
Box AA

Marty Alejandro
Contributing Writer

l

Saturday October 1,1988, marked the beginning of a new year of
tournament series for the Fairfield University Karate Club.
The Northeast Karate Challenge sponsored by the Cheezic Tang
Soo Do Federation (which we are a member of), was held at Kennedy
High Shcool, Waterbury, Connecticut. The challenge was extraordinary, as many martial artists from diverse style met to compete inkatas
(form) and sparing. At this point we'd like to recognize two students,
representing Fairfield Karate.
Tom Miller, '92, took the first place trophy in a Warsu kata (IssinRye) with exceptional scores in the white belt division: 6.9,6.8,6.9,6.9,
6.4. Sparring scores were: 3-0, 3-1, 2-3. Martha Alejandro, '90, took
first place in sparring with scores of 3-2,3-1,3-0. She also competed in
the red belt division katas with scores of: 8.5, 8.4, 8.6, 8.4, 8.5.
Congratulations.

WANTED:

NEED TYPING DONE?
Done at student's convenience
at my home
Punctuation and spelling checked
Reasonable rates
For more information please call
Fern at 849-1115

Responsible person to drive 8th grader to
and from horse-back lessons. Afternoons
twice a week. Generous hourly payments
plus mileage. Flexible hours. Call 259-8822
9 to 5 or 371-8075 after 7 p.m.

NANNY/
FAMILY ASSISTANT

PREGNANT?

To care for two girls
ages 2 and 5

and need help...

3 Credits
Work with Trade Publication,
Various Duties, Flexible Hours
Located in Fairfield
•
Contact Greg Caruso-

Miller-San Pleases Ancestors

"CAMPUS REPS NEEDED." Earn big
commissions and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun,
Mexico and Ski Trips to Vermont &
Colorado. For more information call
toll free 1-800-231-0113 or in Ct.
203-967-33309.

Supplies furnished.
Guaranteed details. Send SASE.
Write:

team were junior Marc Ducret
grinding port and starboard
winches, junior Dawn Johnson
trimming the halywrds and topping lift, sophomore Joe Graziano
working at the mast, and senior
Bob Desel on the foredeck. The
team would like to thank William
Cargill for the use of his boat.
Saturday, October 22, the team
will travel to Boston to compete in
a regatta held at Boston University.

Must drive. Work entails general
housecare. Room/board/car/salary.
Call evenings

378-9275 or
374-9135

1-938-9244
&'»W«*« -

irtfjrtgfjt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL: 372-2777
1-800-848-LOVE
Free Pregnancy Test
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Stags Drop Heartbreaker
Fall to Iona 3-2
Tom Maquire
Staff Writer
The Stags came out of the
blocks fast, vaulting to a 1-0 lead,
which soon diminished to a 3-2
loss at the hands of a winless Iona
squad. The Fairfield offense was
out for blood early with one goal
and many high percentage shots.
But mid-way through the first half,
the defense faltered, giving up two
goals in a four minute span. The
large turnout at the game was
stunned by the sudden turn of
events.
The Stags first goal came
on a corner kick by John Gallagher.
The sweet lob pass by Gallagher
was headed in by the Stags' Pat
Balch to give them a 1-0 lead.
Then the roof fell in for our hooters. Ten minutes after Balch's
goal, Iona retaliated by tying the
score at 1-1. The Gaels' midfielder
Jason Marek took a rebound off a
Jim Kallio save and banged it home
unassisted. Four minutes later,
Iona was knocking at the Fairfield
end again, and again hit pay dirt.
Marek had his second goal of the

game set up on a crossing pass by
freshman Luis Marin. Kallio explains what happened, "It (the
second goal) was a miscommunication on our part. I thought
Pat(Leary) and Chris (Dolan) were
going to get it, and they thought I
was going to get it."
After three goals in the first
twenty minutes both goalies became unstoppable. The Iona net
minder had to make a beaufiful
stop on a Craig Viani scoring
opportunity to keep the Gaels
ahead. On the other end of the
field, Stag goalie Jim Kallio made
two great saves on two seperate
breakaways to keep the Stags
within range.
Early in the second half Iona
forward Mike Power lifted a shot
over a charging Kaillio. Stags
sweeper Pat Leary made what
looked like a game-saving stop,
until the linesman whistled that the
ball had already crossed the goal
line. John DiNicola protested to
the head official that the linesman
was out of position to make that
call, but his plea fell on deaf ears.
After the game Kallio said, "The

ball did go in. Pat made a great try.
I was indecisive about going after
the ball when I saw the breakaway.
I finally charged and he looped the
ball over me. Overall we made
many mistakes today."
The Stags however, did not
quit. Freshman Barry Field had his
header clang off the post. Scott
Samele gave the Stags some late
momentum with an unassisted goal
at the 78 minute mark. Samele
patiently dribbled the ball across
the field, waited for the defense to
clear, and then banged home a shot
from 25 yards out. Coach Cokic
has been trying to get the team to
be calm on offense. "They're really trying to score," he claimed,
"Once they get free they shoot too
quickly. Scott's goal was a perfect
example of patience in shot-taking."
Stag Notes: The hustle
award goes to Pat Leary for his
end-to-end effort. The Fairfield
sweeper made many heads-up
plays, including a perfect siide
tackle on a breakaway early in the
second half to keep the score at 21...

Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Some people refer to the World Series as the "Fall Classic." Over
the years, the Series has earned this nickname. Don Larsen's perfect
game in 1956, Bill Mazeroski's ninth inning homerun in game 7 of the
Pirates' 1960 World Series victory over the Yankees, Carlton Fisk's
twelfth inning homer in game 6 of the 1975 Series, Reggie Jackson's
three homers in game six of the '77 Series; all have added to the
seemingly infinite amount of folklore attributed to the Series.
Now we can add Kirk Gibson's name to the list of Herculaean
World Series heroes. Gibson proved once again why the World Series
can be called the "Fall Classic." The two run homer that he drilled into
the right field stands at Chavez Ravine with two out in the ninth inning
of gamel last Saturday night was meant for the "Fall Classic." Gibson's
performance was awe-inspiring. His battered legs seemed to be buckling
as he limped to the plate with the weight of the Dodgers hopes for victory
resting tediously on his shoulders. There was no way that this man could
take Dennis Eckersly deep, not in his condition. He had no legs, and
he wasn't going to be able to use his arms to jack a pitch out. No way.
Some way, somehow, Mr. Gibson performed the impossible. Even
after he hit the pitch deep into the stands, you had to wonder how he was
making it around the bases. He had to be running on pure adrenaline.
Gibson's heroics in game 1 will long be remembered. Gibson is a
"gamer," he proved that last Saturday night. It was appropriate that he
performed his heroics in the "Fall Classic."
Is there anybody out there who wasn't happy to see the Fighting Irish
of Notre Dame upset previously unbeaten and number-one ranked
Miami, 31-30 last Saturday? It's nice to see the good guys finally win
one. Lou Holtz and his Irish now have a legitimate shot at winning the
National Championship. With all the success that N.D. is enjoying this
season, you have to wonder if there is any divine intervention mixed into
the Irish's winning equation.
Rumors abound that F.U. hockey might be saying farewell to Bridgeport's Wonderland of Ice after this season. There is a plan in the
works that has the town of Fairfield beginning construction of a rink at
the old Ludlowe High School in the near future. If this does occur, F.U.
boxing, uh, hockey fans will be able to watch Craig "Depo" Depodesta,
and the rest of his mates show off their skills a lot closer to home.
With the N.B.A. season just around the corner, its time for one short
observation, just to whet your appetite for the coming N.B .A. marathon.
The death of Len Bias was a tragedy when it happened. However,
this is the first season when the Celtics will feel the full and total effects
of his loss.

Mirror File Photo

The Stags Scored Twice Against Iona

Intramural Races Heating Up
Andy Davis
Sports Editor
The Fairfield University Intramural Flag Football season is in full swing with 13 teams still undefeated
and gearing up for the playoffs which will begin this Sunday. In the Men's Division a revamped Barley Corn
will be looking to avenge their heart breaking loss in last year's final and they can expect a tough fight from
The Balls and Smell My Face who are both looking strong. Slack Jaws and T.B. A. #4 battled for the Monday
night title this week are also thinking T-shirt. In the Women's Division the defending champs Taliswomen
are expected to repeat although Blitzed, In Transit, and Absolutes have different thoughts on that matter.
Here's a look at the Nightly League leaders:

Men's League

Leader

Sunday (early)
Sunday (late)
Monday (early)
Monday (late)

Blue Penguins (3-0)
Barley Corn (3-0)
Horizontal Rumble (3-0)
Slack Jaws (3-0)
T.B.A.=4(3-0)
Vallila Gorillas (3-0)
Smell My Face (3-0)
Upperdeck Boys (3-0)
The Balls (3-0)

Tuesday (late)
Wednesday (late)
Thursday (early)
Thursday (late)
Women's League
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Some people have argued that Davey Johnson didn't deserve the
opportunity to come back and manage the Mets next year. The man has
never won less than ninety games during each of the five seasons that
he's managed the New Yorkers.
The point is that you can't do much better than Johnson has done
with this club. A new manager could only upset the delicate equilibrium
and chemistry of the Mets. Some say that Johnson lost the playoffs for
the Mets. Johnson didn't lose it, Kirk Gibson, Orel Hershiser, and
Mike Scioscia won it for the Dodgers. Johnson deserves the contract the
Mets gave him. He's always been a winner since he's been with the Mets
and he should continue to be a winner with the men from Flushing.

Leader
Absolutes (3-0)
In Transit (3-0)
Blitzed (3-0)
Taliswomen (3-0)

In other Intramural News, the race for the Diane Lodge Waterpolo Cup is in full force and Crocodile
Rock and Black Sheep have gotten the early edge. The Rec Plex would also like to announce that Basketball
and Soccer sign-ups are continuing until tommorrow at 6:00 p.m.

No one ever said that playing Soccer was going to be easy
Photo: R. Nunziante
-CorrectionIn last week's article, "Harriers Tripped Up," a line read "Chris
Jackson and John Monroe made like impressive cabooses as they
brought up the rear on the grueling Connecticut College course." The
line should have read, "The scoring was finished by Chris Jackson, 43,
and John, 47."

